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Woodworking benches

It is almost impossible to work wood without a workbench. It
ranks as one of the most important fixtures in a shop. In fact, the
more extensive your woodworking experience the more likely
you are to have more than one bench. I have always had at least
three benches in my chair-making school's shop—large and
small joiner's benches and an assembly bench.

Different types of woodworkers traditionally have had different
styles of benches that vary according to the needs of their craft.
For example, a joiner's bench is long and narrow with a vise

along the side (known as a side vise) and a vise at one end
(known as a tail vise). Chair makers frequently work on a low
platform called a framing bench because chair assembly is called
framing. All good benches share features you will want to
include in any bench you are making or acquiring.

A bench must be sturdy. You frequently place a lot of weight on
it. Woodworking, especially with hand tools, creates a lot of
force. A bench that wobbles or racks under these forces is
frustrating to work on because you waste a lot of energy moving

the benchtop rather than working wood. Also,
this type of movement is not good for the
bench's joints. They wear more quickly, and you
may need to replace the bench down the road.
All the benches in my shop have 4x4 legs, and
the stretchers are joined with 2-in.-deep mortise-
and-tenon joints. The top is secured to 2x6 cleats
that are mortised to sit on tenons cut into the top
of the legs. We have reinforced all the multiple-
person benches with cross bracing—both end to
end and side to side.

A bench should also be heavy. The forces
exerted upon a bench can not only rack it but
also make it slide around the shop. Chasing your
bench while trying to work wood is very
frustrating. A heavy bench is more likely to stay
put. A thick top is one way to create weight. The
top of my large joiner's bench (see the photo at
left) is in.-thick beech, and all of our
multiple-person benches (see the photo below)
require four people to lift them safely. Storing
some of your tools under the bench is another
good way to add weight. I store my working

Low bench for handwork. Planing moldings, chopping mortises and jointing boards all re-
quire lots of upper-body strength. A low bench—the one in the photo is 31 in. high—allows
the author to put a lot of muscle into his motions.

High bench for machining. Benchtop machines come with their own horsepower, so the
operator's strength is almost superfluous. Slipping battens under the plywood has raised the
actual working height of the benchtop to almost 36 in. Adding height is easy; lowering it isn't.



Rules of Thumb (continued)

Get the height just right. To determine the proper
workbench height, stand with your arm hanging
by your side. Bend your wrist so that your palm
is facing down.

handplanes, about 20 of them, on a shelf that
spans the side stretchers.

You can also secure the bench to the floor to
keep it from moving. My small joiner's bench is
lagged to the wooden floor. If you have a
concrete floor, you may need to drill holes in it
and use lag shields. In this case, be sure to
locate the bench in the most desirable location.

Chair making requires a lot of shaping. When a
student would pull the draw knife, the bench
would follow. We corrected this by placing
cleats against the legs and screwing them to the
floor. And the cleats have another advantage. Although low—only

in. thick—they keep a lot of the shavings produced in the shop
from working their way under the bench, making clean up easier.

Your bench should be sized appropriately to your work. A
benchtop has three important dimensions: length, width and
height. If you work with long pieces of wood, you want a long
bench. When I built my joiner's bench, I was doing a lot of house
restoration. As a result, I was making a lot of doors and interior
and exterior trim. The 8-ft.-long top came in handy for this work.

A bench should be wide enough to handle the jobs you
normally do. My joiner's bench is 32 in. wide. This is sufficient for
most of the chairs, tables or carcases I have built.

Bench height is perhaps the most critical dimension. It is one
that is also very personal. It varies depending on your methods
of work and your height. In a production shop where parts are

An immovable beast. To keep his benches from racking, the author uses dovetailed
diagonal braces. Cleats screwed to the floor prevent the benches from moving.

mostly machined, benches are generally used for assembly.
These benches tend to have higher working surfaces. However, a
high bench makes working by hand very difficult. For example,
when planing, you use muscles in your legs and back. On a high
bench, you are more limited to your arm and shoulder muscles. I
do a lot of handwork, and for that reason, I prefer a low bench.
My large joiner's bench is only 31 in. high.

To determine bench height, stand erect with your arm hanging
by your side, and bend your wrist so your palm is facing down.
This is a good height for your bench. If you do a lot of work with
benchtop machines, such as a router or a biscuit joiner, you may
want the bench slightly higher. Remember this: It's easy to add
temporary blocks or battens if you want to raise the working
height of a bench for a particular project, but it's awfully hard to
lower it.
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